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bioCANlubricants’ Brush Bright is a Linseed Soap based brush cleaner and conditioner

that has uncompromised cleaning power, restorative properties and is an

environmentally conscious product.

Unmatched Cleaning Power: Brush Bright Soap is specifically formulated to tackle even

the toughest paint residues. Its powerful cleaning agents dissolve dried paint, oil, and

other stubborn pigments, ensuring your brushes are restored to their like new condition.

Gentle on Brushes: We understand the importance of preserving the integrity of your

valuable brushes. Brush Bright is designed to be gentle yet effective, allowing you to

clean your brushes thoroughly without damaging the bristles or compromising their

performance.

All-Natural Formula: Brush Bright is made from 100% natural ingredients, including

premium-grade linseed oil. This organic composition ensures that you are using a safe

and eco-friendly product that is free from harmful chemicals. It's good for your brushes

and the environment!

Versatility at its Finest: Brush Bright is not just limited to brush cleaning. Its versatile

nature makes it suitable for a wide range of artistic tools, including palette knives,

sponges, and even studio surfaces. With one product, you can keep your entire creative

space spotless.

Long-lasting Value: A little goes a long way with Brush Bright. Thanks to its

concentrated formula, you'll only need a small amount to achieve optimal cleaning

results. This means more bang for your buck and a product that will last you for a

significant period.

Trusted by Artists: Brush Bright has become a top choice for professional artists, art

students, and creative enthusiasts alike. With its track record of excellence and

continued postive reviews, artisits can trust that they are investing in a product that

delivers on its promises.

Improve the brush cleaning routine with Brush Bright! Experience unparalleled cleaning

power, gentle care for your brushes, and the satisfaction of using an all-natural product.

Say goodbye to cleaning struggles and hello to artistic perfection. Use Brush Bright

today and unlock the true potential of your creative process!


